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The Daring Book for Girls is the manual for everything that girls need to knowâ€”and that doesn't

mean sewing buttonholes! Whether it's female heroes in history, secret note-passing skills, science

projects, friendship bracelets, double dutch, cats cradle, the perfect cartwheel or the eternal mystery

of what boys are thinking, this book has it all. But it's not just a guide to giggling at

sleepoversâ€”although that's included, of course! Whether readers consider themselves tomboys,

girly-girls, or a little bit of both, this book is every girl's invitation to adventure.
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I don't know what I like better -- The Daring Book for Girls or the fact that it's written by two women I

greatly admire, Andrea Buchanan and Miriam Peskowitz.Written as a sequel, of sorts, to last year's

The Dangerous Book for Boys, The Daring Book for Girls is a compendium of activities and

information to help today's girls rediscover that there are ways to have fun besides shopping at the

mall, watching Hannah Montana or IM'ing their friends.As the mother of a seven-year-old daughter, I

was thrilled when I learned that the founders of MotherTalk would be writing this book and couldn't

wait to see what it would have in store.When it arrived, my daughter and I were both very excited

because it's just got so much STUFF! Where to begin? There was so much to take in after I was

done ooh-ing and aah-ing over the beautiful teal cover with the sparkly silver letters (yes, that did

appeal to the "girl" in me!)How to make a lemon-powered clock (really!)? Reading the chapters on



women who were pirates and spies? How to make a tree swing or check out the list of books "that

will change your life?"Aimed at the "tween" girl market, it is perfect for that age group, billing itself as

the book "for every girl with an independent spirit and a nose for trouble."If you're the parent of a

daughter who could use a little nudging to take off the headphones and get a little fresh air, then this

book is just what the doctor (or Santa) ordered. There are so many great craft ideas and topics to

spark the imagination of a girl it's hard to know where to start.

Honestly, I want to hand this book to every girl I know, and the boys as well (pink typeface and Girl

label be damned, this book is a powder keg of information and ideas for any kid). I am pleased that

it covers so many topics I want my kids to know well, e.g., batik techniques and history (p.99),

commonly confused words like imply and infer (p. 141), and the specifics of quality private eye work

(p. 177).What I truly appreciate, and what makes the Daring books transcend the How To label, is

the activities' historical and often rebellious context. Why should our kids want to know how to waltz

(p. 78)? How about because it was considered scandalous -- the dancing partners touched! And

vulgar, forbidden -- it was easy to learn and didn't require a dance master!Mostly, I am dazzled by

the amount of good, hard, enticingly written information amassed in the Double Daring book. I want

kids to know everything in it. I want them all to know exactly who Eleanor of Aquitaine was, and how

startling her long, accomplished, independent life was compared to most women of her era. I want

them to know the fundamentals of rhetoric, how to make a raft, the story of Ada Lovelace, how to

join the circus, how to say thank you in scores of languages, how to make snowglobes, how to

conduct an orchestra, and how to make rope ladders.The Double Daring book is buoyed by

positivity, and focuses on cultivating competence, independence, willingness to experiment, and

open-ended fun. It provides multiple short biographies of women whose lives exemplified these

attitudes.
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